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1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
Metric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
Length ______ l meter __________________ m foot (or mile) _________ ft. (or mi.) 
Time ________ t second __ _______________ s second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr.) 
Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb. 
Power _______ P horsepower (metric) ____ _ 
----------
horsepower ___________ hp. 
Speed ___ ____ V {kilometers per hOUL _____ k.p.h. miles per hOuL _______ m.p.h. meters per second ___ ____ m.p.s. feet pcr second ________ f.p.s. 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weight=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80665 
mjs2 or 32.1740 ft. jsec.2 
Ttl' Mass=-
9 
Moment of inertia=mk2• (Indicate axis of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
v, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg_m-4_s2 at 
15° C. and 760 mm; or 0.002378 Ib.-ft.-4 sec. 2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb./cu. ft. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure=4p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient CL=:S 
Drag, absolute coefficient CD = ::s 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient CDO=~S 
Induced drag, absolute coefficient CDi= ~S 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient CD1J=~S 
Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Cc= q~ 
Resultant force 
Q, 
n, 
Vl p-;, 
Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p.h. normal pressure at 15° C., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 em chord, 40 m.p.s., the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 
Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infrnite aspect ratio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
J!J31-37-1 
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SUMMARY 
The fundamental action oj shear deformation of the 
flange is discussed on the basis of impl1jying assumptions. 
The theory i developed to the point oj giving analytical 
solutions for simple cases oj beams and of kin-stringer 
panels undet axial load. Stmin-gage tests on a tension 
panel and on a beam corresponding to these simple cases 
are de cribed and the results are compared with analytical 
results. Fot wing beam, an approximate method oj 
applying the theory is given. A an alternative, the 
construction of fL mechanical anfLlyzer is advocated. 
INTRODUCTIO 
The o-called "sernimonocoque" type of construction, 
which has been favored by aircraft designer for some 
time, presents serious difficul ties in stress analysi. 
tatic te ts have proved that the bending action of such 
a structure i not alway described with sufficient. 
accuracy by the standard engineering formulas based 
on the assumption that plane cro s section remain 
plane. It will be necessary, therefore, to devi e new 
working theories for the action of semimonocoque beam 
under bending loads. 
In or leI' to arrive at reasonably rapid method of 
stre s analysis, it is necessary to make rather sweeping 
assumption. It i obvious that the range of applica-
bility of any uch method i limited. The pre ent 
paper concerns itself with beam typical in general 
form of one class of beams used in airplane construction, 
that i ,withjairly shallow, wide beams, hfLvingflfLt covets, 
symmetrical about the center line, with two shea?' webs and 
with bulkhead that offer no appreciable re istance to 
dejo1'1nation out oj thei1' planes. 
Briefly, the action of such a beam under load applied 
at the hear webs is as follows: The transver e shear is 
taken up by the shear webs. The flanges attached to 
these shear web fmni h part of the longitudinal stresse 
required to balance the external bending momen t. 
The strain set up by these stresses induce hear tresse 
in the skin which, in turn, cau e longitudinal stres es in 
the intermediate stringer attached to the skin until 
sufficient longitudinal stresse e)..':ist at any ection to 
balance the external bending Inoment. 
If the skin between stringers did not deform under 
the action of the shear stresses, the tandard beam 
formula would apply. Th thin heet, however, ha 
very li ttle shear stiffness and suffer large deformations 
under load. A a result, the :fir t intermediate tringer 
next to a shear web carries a smaller tre s than the 
flange of the shear web, the next intermediate stringer 
carries les tres than the fir t one, and 0 on to the 
center stringer, which carries the mallest stres. This 
phenomenon of the interdependence between stringer 
stresses and shear deformations form the u bj ect of 
the present paper. 
Apparently Dr . Younger was the first person in thi 
country to give serious attention to this subj ect. In 
reference 1 he gives a formula for the efficiency of a box 
beam with wall of uniform thickness, which may be 
considered as the limiting case of very many extremely 
small tringers. othing more on the subject was 
publi hed until two experimental studies appeared in 
1936. Reference 2, dealing with the case of a skin-
stringer panel in edge compression, includes a theoretical 
solution for a particular case. Reference 3 deal with a 
box beam in pme bending, a problem identical with the 
one treated in reference 2. In both tudie the stringer 
stre ses experimentally obtained were u ed to compute 
efficiency factors for the hear tiffness of the heet. 
The most important practical problem is the inverse 
of the problem dealt with in references 2 and 3; namely, 
given the shear stiffness, to calculate the stringer 
stresses. The problem is difficult and complex. In 
order to arrive at any solution, i t has been nece ary to 
use a very much implified concept of the action of the 
structure, as suggested in references 1 and 2. On the 
basi of this simplified concept, the analytical solution 
for a few very simple cases of a:l-.-ially loaded panels and 
of beam are derived in this paper. For other ca es, 
it will be shown that a trial-and-error method of solution 
is feasible . 
The analytical olution as well as the trial-and-error 
method apply only to very elementary cases, namely, 
to three-stringer panels lmder axial load and to beams 
wit.h a single longitudinal tringer attached at the 
center line of the cover heet. It ha been considered 
wor th while to devote considerable space to the dis-
Cll ion of the e elementary ca es for the following 
reasons: 
1. The study of these imple ca es greatly facilitates 
the understanding of the fundamental principle. (It 
1 very trongly urged that anyone de iring to u e the 
1 
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propo ed method of analy i work, by the trial-and-
error method, at least one example each of a panel under 
axial load and of a beam.) 
2. Th simpl case afford a very convenient way of 
experimentally checking the validity of the as umptions 
mad. train-gage tests made for thi purpose on a 
ten ion panel and on a beam are described in this paper. 
3. The solutions obtained for beams with a ingle 
longitudinal can be used a checks on the degree of 
approximation attainable with the "con tant-stre 
method" propo edlater for analyzing actual wing beams. 
An additional rea on for the lengthy discu ion will 
only be mentioned in pa ing. nder certain coneli-
tion , a beam with a ingle longitudinal tringer may 
give u eful approxi mations of the stre e in a beam 
with many tringer. uch a implified ubstitute beam 
makes it po ible to obtain ome rough idea on the 
influence of bulkhead, an influence that wa neglected 
in the pre ent di cussion. 
Two method are propo ed for winglike tructure. 
One method i the c n truction of a mechanical ana-
p 
A 
t 
c Il C 
F 
(a) 
(a) Axiall y loaded panel subjected lo shear deformation. 
(b) IV[echanical model. 
FIG UllE I.- Tl1ree-stri nger panel. 
lyzer permitting a olu tion that i "exact" within the 
a umptions made. The other method i ba ed on the 
a sumption that the tructure i so dimen ioned a to 
approach the ideal de ign of con tant flange stre along 
the pan. For tIll ideal ca e, the analytical olution 
can be obtained. The actual ca e will have deviations 
from the ideal ca e, which are termed "faults." The e 
faul t are minimized a much a pos ible by applyin O" 
corrections, and the tresses caused by the correction 
are uperposed on the stre e of the ideal ca e. 
SYMMETRICAL THREE- TRI TGER PANEL NDER AXIAL 
LOAD 
F DAME TAL CONSIDERATIO S 
Th simple t po ible tructure in which 
eleformation mu t be taken into account i hown ill 
figure 1 (a). Two stringer, A and A', of equal e tion, 
are ollllected to an intermediat trinO"er B by mean 
of a thin heet O. The upper edge of thi h et i 
reinforced by bar D. The tringers and the heet are 
attached to a fOlmelation F. 
The important pha e of the ela tic action of this 
tructme may b visualized with the help of the 
mechanical model ketched in figure 1 (b) . Thi 
model represent one-half the tructme, which i per-
mi sible because the tructure i symmetrical. H elical 
prings l' present the tringers 1 and B and their 
ela tic re i tance to longitudinal deformation. Coil 
prings repre ent the elastic resi tance of the heet to 
shear deformation. It i a umed that the stringer 
carry only longitudinal tre es and that the heet 
carries only hear tre e. For the mechanical model 
it is a sumed that guide PI' vent any deflection of the 
spring other than that for which they are de igned. 
The tre e resulting from the load Pare hown 
qualitatively in .figme 2. At the top of tI'inger A the 
tres i ITA = P / IA , at the top of stringer B it i 0"0 = 0. 
The hear tr- se T acting on the sheet gradually take 
the load out of tringer A and transfer it to tJ'inger 
B. If the panel ha ufficient lenO"th and if the heet 
has ufficient shear stiffness, the stre e O"A and O"B will 
be very nearly equal at the root. 
EQ ATIONS OF THE PROBLEM 
The equations governing the problem under the 
simplifying a sumptions can be very ea ily et up. 
Figure 3 show a trip of length dx cu t from the panel 
j t 
Hc / l dSc . , ~ B' b -- 'dx l 
FIGURE a.- Element of panel. 
and 'eparated into it component part . Th equation 
of equilibrium give 
dFA = d c=-dFB (1) 
( ce Ii t of ymbol, appendix A.) 
It should be Dote I that these equations are wri tten 
for the structure a hown in .figures 1 (b), 2, and 3, 
which i on -half the original structme in figure 1 (a), 
o that 10 i on -half the area of tringer B a hown in 
figme 1 (a). The ign convention u ed throughout thi 
paper i that ten ile force and tre es are po itive and 
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that hear force and stres es in the heet are positive 
when caused by po itive tresses in the loaded tringer 
A (or in the flange F in the ca e of beams). 
The ela ti deformation of the structure i hown in 
figure 4. Two corre ponding points 1 and 2 are dis-
t 
I t-----
---'j 
FIG URE 4.-Elastic deformation of panel. 
placed to new position I' and 2'. The to tal di place-
ment are given by 
The shear strain is gi en by 
and since 
T 
'Y = G
e 
where G e is the effective shear modulus, these relation 
may be combined into 
The last equation may be wri t ten 
dT = fib (rT A - rTB) dx (2) 
Equations (1) and (2) may be combined in to a differ-
ential equation ( ee appendL,{ B) which , together with 
the boundary conditions, define the problem com-
pletely. If there are more stringers, a system of 
imultaneous differential equations result . 
SOLUTIO N OF THE EQ UATIONS 
For the fundamental ca e of a symmetrical thTee-
stringer panel of constant cross ection, the analytical 
solutions are given in appendix B for two ca es: The 
panel attached to a rigid fotmdation and loaded at the 
free end, and the panel free in spa e strained by di plac-
ing the ends of the stringers a known amount. Com-
bining the two solution make it possible to calculate 
loaded panels attached to an ela tic ally yielding 
foundation. 
For the analysis of thTee- bringer panels in which the 
skinger areas and the sl18ar stiffne of the heet vary 
alon(y the axis, a trial-and-error method bas becn found 
fea ible. 
The recommended procedure for the trial-and-error 
method i as follow : 
Divide the length L of the specimen into a suitable 
number of bay. T abulate the average values of t, AA, 
and AB for each bay. 
Assume value for the incremen t of shear 6.Sc in 
each bay. According to equa tion (1) 
6.FA =-6.FB= 6. C 
With the assumed values of 6.FA and 6.FB and the 
known value FA=P and FB= O at the end of the panel, 
calcula te for all tations along the length of the panel 
the forces in the stringer and then the stresse in the 
tringers. From the e valu es calculate the shear stresses 
and the hear force in the sheet . The method of tabu-
lation is shown in table 1. In thi example, the values 
of AA, A B , and t are con tant and need not be tabulated. 
The calculated value of D. c will no t, in general, agree 
with the originally a umed value. Change the assumed 
values and repeat the entire process until a sati factory 
agreement is reached between the as umed value Of 
6.Sc and the calculated ones. 
In the choice of the fir t et of values for D.Sc, the 
analy t mu t be guided by previous experience. The 
only condition known at the outset is 
P AB 
SC< AA + A B 
because this is the maximum po ible force that would 
be transmitted to stringer B only if the shear deforma-
tion were redu ced to zero. 
The most difficult step , and the one upon which the 
ucce of the method hinges, is to compare the cal-
culated 6.Sc curve with the assumed one and, on the 
ba is of this comparison , to derive a new curve modified 
in such a way that the repeti tion of the en tire calculation 
will yield a calculated 6.Sc curve th at agree with the 
assumed one. 0 general rule can be given concerning 
the method beyond stating that decreasing the assumed 
D.Sc value at any point will raise the calculated ones and 
vice vel' a. Some practice is necessary to develop the 
kill r equired for thi tep . Five trial should be suffi-
cien t, in general, to obtain an agreemen t to 1 or 2 per-
cent for fi ve or ix bays unles the variations of areas are 
extreme. 
It hould be empha ized that the method i a trial-
and-error one and not a method of uccessive approxi-
mation, i. e., the calculated 6.Sc curve cannot be u ed 
a the assumed curve for the next cycle. 
EFFECTIVE SHEAR STIFFNESS AND EFFECTIVE S TRINGER AR EAS 
Two quantities must be determined before an analysi 
can be started-the effective hear stiffnesses and the 
effective stringer areas. 
The shear stiffness of a fiat heet i equal to the shear 
modulus G of the material. If the h eet buckles into a 
diagonal-ten ion field and the edge member are rigid, 
the shea.r stiffne. is the theoretical hear tiffness of a 
diagonal-tension fi ld Ge=%G (for dm alumin or steel). 
l 
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The condition of a pme diaO'onal-ten ion field i not 
reached, however, until the buckling h ar stre ha 
A 
t 
1 e, p been con iderably ex-
=' oo - .. L .. _ .. = ceeded. Consequently, 
~ . __ ___ 0_ .. ___ ...2.. values intermediate be-
-n t,veen G and %G ,vill 
1 
36 
r< 6- 6 
i 
1%.,' .' r%./ -
.. 
o 0 0 0 0 0 o ---.Jl_ 
~ __ ~J-__ ~
occur at tre e not 
too greatly in exce s of 
t he buckling stres (i. e., 
3 to 5 times), provided 
that the edge members 
are uffi ciently stiff . If 
the edge members are 
not sufficiently stiff or 
well braced to take the 
transver component of 
the diagonal ten ion and 
particularly if the heet 
carrie edge compres ion 
in addition to hear, th 
hear tiline may Clrop 
to ve ry 1 0 \ value. 
}8xl;6 dural 0.016 dural sheet Value a low as G.= 
,~ strip i O.lGhave been reported 
" % steel 
...... ·plote jiq 
(~~3----eEEj31 - '*X--EE3= 
' •• J I (reference 3); although 
Section A - A the numerical accuTacy 
FIGURE 5.-Test panel. of this particular anal_ 
y i has been que tioned, it serve at lea t a au eful indi-
cation of what may be expected, remembering that this 
t t was stopped long b fore 
reaching the ultimate load. 
Quantit at i e information on 
thi ubject i. carce. Fortu-
nat ·ly, as will be hown later, 
the hear tiffne s need not be 
very accurately known to obtain 
I' e a so n a b 1 e accmacy in the 
stringer tre ses. 
o 5 10 
von Karman' 
in the form 
formula for effective width wa 
2W= 1 .9~~t 
u d 
where w is the effective width (on one side of the 
tringer) and u the tre in the tringer. Thi formula 
is probably alway con el'vative in the range m 
que tion. 
COMPARISON BETWEEN TE T AND CALCULA TED I?ESULTS 
In order to check the validity of the method thus far 
de eloped, a t.e t specimen was built to l'epre ent a 
tructme corre ponding to figme 1 (a). A ketch of the 
actual test specimen i hown in figure 5. Pin-end teel 
bars (not shown in the figure ) paced 3 inches apart 
were u ed to s parate the edge stringer from the cen-
tral stringer and to take up the tran vel' e component 
of the diagonal-tension field that developed under load . 
In each bay between the e bar, the strain in the 
stringers were mea ured with 2-inch Tuckerman train 
gage on both side of the pecimen. This precaution 
pro ed nece sary becau e the tre e on tl e two side 
dillered 0 much at orne station that reading on only 
one ide would have been almo t usele . 
The load wa increa ed from zero to the maximum 
of 4, 00 pounds in five steps. With a very few minor 
exceptions, the point for anyone gage fell on traight 
lines. For each st,ation, the results obtained on he 
front and th e back of th spe imen were averaged and 
the average values are plotted in figure 6. 
15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 
Distance from top, in. 
It i clear that the sheet will 
not only act a a h ar member in 
accordance with the theory but 
will al 0 a i t in carrying longi-
tudinal t re e. The following 
FIGUIlE 6.- Comparisons between calculated and experimenta l r ults for tension test panel. 
a umption have been used: 
1. For a sheet carrying ten-
ion in addition to hear, it was 
a umed that the heet i fu lly 
effective in tension ; i. e., the 
he t up to a lin halfway be-
tween the tringers i a Ided to 
the tringer prop r when com-
puting the cro - ectional urea 
of the trinO'er. Thi as ump-
tion is obviously omewhat un-
are and hould be modifie 1 wh en 
the trino' l' tresse are higb. 
2. F or a he t carrying com-
pre sion in addition to the hear, 
. ~ 
I. _I I. 1 1 1 ,I I. I 1 I I o Expen mental dafo, edge stiffener } £=10 )(/0' f-I~ 6. ., .. center " 
----. colduloted. G. = O. 2 G 
....... 
--0-
'--
---- " Ge = G 
ra---- :-a.. r-- "tr--- 0 
- '- - ;--- r---<>- l.!<. r--
- I - .-f:;- f-i--
v...-
v --.-
,--- --rr P P 
--
f-.- ' -l-V'" V V f--,- I-I-V V V-
I/ V ,-I-/ 
-l-
10,000 
8,000 
ti-
l/) 6,000 
~ Q. 
I / 
V ",OO7'."~ Ip= 2, 000 lb. 
a 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 30 100 
Distance from top, percent 
FIGURE 7.- omparison between calculated and experimenta l results for compr 'ion test panel. (Data (rolll reference ~,) 
_. ---------, 
----~----~--- -- ~----
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The calculations were made for the two different 
a sumption of the shear stifrne s indicated on the fi g-
m e. The second a umption of Ge=%G in the top part 
wa based on the e>q)erimentally observed fact that one 
well-developed diagonal-tension fold howed in the top 
of th panel on each ide, in agreement with the cal-
culation showing that at the maximum load the hear 
tre in th i region was about ix tim es th e buckling 
tre . 
The econd as umption give perfect agreemen t be-
tween calculated and test re ul t for the stress in th 
cen tral stringer. The agreemen t i no t qui te 0 good 
on the edge tI'inger, the di crepancy occurring chiefly 
at the root. Several explanations of the discrepancy 
may be offered. An error of everal percent may be 
cau ed by an error in the valu e of E assumed to conver t 
Lrain readings to stre reading . The imple theor 
u ed may break down to orne exten t near the root and, 
fin ally, jig deflection may cause errors. The teel 
triangle u ed on the lower end i not a rigid foundation, 
and a light elastic deformation of this steel triangle 
under the edge stringer would relieve the edge tringer 
of some load and throw it into the heet and po sibly 
into the central stringer . A deformation of abou t 
0.0003 inch would be sufficient to make the calculated 
tl'inger tres es ecru a1 at the jig encl. ndou bteclly the 
a sumptions of effective area, effective shear tiline , 
and jig deflection could be varied within their po ible 
limit to giye a much bet ter agreement with th e experi-
mental points. 
A imilar ana]y is wa made for the panel te ted in 
compression as de cribed in reference 2. The re ul t 
are hown in fi gure 7. It will be no ted that fair agree-
ment wi th the experimen tal point is obtained by assum-
ing that the effective heal' tiffnes i only 0.2 the hear 
modulus, in marked con tra t to the ten ion panel. The 
curve calculated with Ge= G are also given to how 
the exten t to which possible variations in Ge afl'ect the 
tI'in<Yer stre , e . 
BEAM S WITH ONE LO GITUDINAL 
BEAM OF CO STAT DEPTH 
The imple t case of a beam ubj ected to hear defor-
rna tion of the flange is 11 own in figure 8. FOT simplici ty 
of the ketch the flange material on the side no t under 
con ideration i as umed to be concentrated at the shear 
web . Thi assumption does no t influence the analysis 
when the coyer is flat . 
For convenience of discu ion, the material concen-
trated at the top of Lhe hear web will be referred to a 
the "£lange" throughou t thi paper, while the tringer 
attached to the coyer sheet will be referred to as the 
"longi tudinal. " 
It i again assumed Lbat the longi tudinal is cut along 
the line of ymmetry (fig. (b)). The force acting on 
thi halved longitudinal is denoted by FL , the force on 
the (ten ion) flang by F p • The sb ear force in th e web 
p 
(a) 
(b) 
FIGURE _-Beam with Oat co,-er and one IOLlgi tudinal. 
is denoted by IV; the shear force in the cover beet, 
by Se. 
The governing eq11ation are 
dx dFp= Swh-dSe 
- dFL= d e 
dr= - ib (uP- UIJ dx 
with the am.'iliary equa tion 
(3a) 
(3b) 
(3c) 
The olution of tbe re ulting differ en tial equation i 
given in appendix B, Ca e 3 (a) . 
COMPARISON BET WEE TEST AND C AL CULATE D RE ULTS 
The tes t panel that had been used in the preyiou ly 
de cribed tension te t wa slightly modified and 
attached to two uuralumin I-beams to form an open 
- 1 
I 
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(a) Closed side. 
(b) Open side. 
FIGURE 9.-View of t t beam, showing strain gages. 
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FIGURE lO.-Set-up for testing beams. 
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box beam. Figure 9 show pho too-raphs of the beam 
with the strain gage in place for a test run; figure 10 
hows th e te t set-up. The cro section of this beam 
is hown in figure 11. 
lt hould be noted that the cover h eet and the longi-
tudinal \ ere not attached to the buUillead xcept at 
the root. Th £lange material of the I-beam (includ-
ing the cover trip riveted to them and the heet 
material effective in ten ion) wa replaced, for the pur-
po e of analy i , by equivalent con entrated flano-e 
with a centroidal distance of 2. 0 inches (etTecti e depth 
h of beam, fig. Ca) ). The calcula ted tr e are 
therefore valid for the flange centroids. For compari-
son with the mea ured tre ses, the calculated flange 
tre e were corrected to the outside fiber stre 
}6 x IJ6 dural_s_t_r _iP __ >t __ fr-0_' 0_1_6 6dural sheet 
! 6 1 -1. 
~ I 
3 H-2.02 'lb. 
dural I -beam 
Channel / 
bulkhead 
F lOUR'; IJ .-Cross section on test beam. 
un leI' the assllmp tion that plane cro section remam 
plane for the I-beam with cov r trip. 
Figure 12 how the experimen tal points, he cun re 
calculated for three hfl'erent a umptions of the hear 
tHIne s, and the tr e calculated by the ordinary 
bending theory. It can be een that the experimental 
point group fairly , ell about the curve for G.= V 0, 
particularly when thi curve is corrected for an e ti-
mated jig de£le tion by the formula in appendix B , 
ea e 2 . Clo e to the root, however, discrepancie are 
again observed a in the ca e of the ten ion panel. 
The high f1.ange stress at the tation neare t the root 
may pel'hap b explained by nonlinear tre eli tri-
bution in the I-beam cau ed by the method of attachino-
them to the jig, which wa not designed for thi te t . 
The reduction in hear tiffnes of the heet a compar d 
with the tiline developed by the arne h et in the 
ten ion panel can be a cribed to numerou initial 
buckle pre ent in the b am but not in the ten ion 
panel. 
Inspection of figure 12 ho'w tha t very large varia-
tion of hear sWIne have only a relatively mall 
influence on the bending tr sse . Thi re ult is due 
to the fact that, even when the hear tiffnes increa e 
to infinity, the bending stre e never exceed a finite 
limiting alue. In many actual structme , the hear 
tiffn s provided i uffi iently large to permit the 
limiting tre to be approached within a few percen . 
Practically speaking, thi fact mean that the hear 
stiffne necd not b very accurately known to obtain 
the necessary accuracy in the bending stresse . 
BEAM OF v ARIAHLE DEPTH 
In a beam with variabl e clepth, the only change in the 
equations i introduced by the fact that the vertical 
components of the f1.ange forces balance part of the 
applied hear, so tbat tb hear in the web now become 
M 
w= a- T (tan .6+ tan 'Y) (5) 
where {3 and 'Y ar he angle of inclination of the 
tension f1.ange and of the compres ion flan ge. 
The analytical olution for a special case of a beam 
with variable depth j given in appendix B a a e 3 (b). 
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FIG URE J2.-ComparisoD between calculated and experimental results for lest beam. 
CONSTA T- TRE SOL TION FOR BEAMS WITH 0 E 
LO GIT DJ AL 
The analytical olu tions pre ented thu far, together 
with the trial-and-error method, are rea onably ade-
quate for dealing with beams having one longitudinal. 
There appear to be but light po sibility, however, of 
extendino- the e solution to the practical ca e of beam 
with a numb r of longitudinals. An approximate 
method will now be developed that can be extended to 
uch beam . The method will :fir t be developed for a 
beam with a singl longitudinal because comparison an 
be made with the exact olu tion to gain orne idea of the 
reliability of the approximate method . 
- -- - - - - ----- - - - -- ---- - - -----_. 
I 
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The approximate method i based on the following 
rea ouing. It i the aim of the de igner to dimen ion 
the structure so that the tre s in iii i uniform for lihe 
given loading. For several reasons this ideal i never 
reached, but there is usually an efforli made to taper the 
dimen ion 0 a to approach the dimen ion of the ideal 
de ign. J ow the solution for con tanli stre along th 
pan can be very ea ily obtained. It i po ible, there-
fore, to con ider the acliual condition as a uper-
po iliion upon the ideal ca e, which can be calculated 
exactly, of orne additional di turbing case or "fault ." 
The e faults can be calculated only approximately, but 
if they are of minor imporliance compared with the ideal 
case, the resulting error of the total olution 'will be 
mall. 
The detailed development of the method i as follow : 
The fundamental equation 
dr= %;/fTP- fTL)dx 
can be integrated once, if fTp and fTL are constanli a 
a sumed, to give 
(fTp- fTL) ('xOd (fTP-fTL)XGx (7) 
r x = E b Jo e X Eb 
where Ox i lihe shear tiline averaged over the 
di tance x = 0 to x = x, and the x origin is taken at the 
root. Integrated again to give the total shear force in 
the cover sheet 
SC= f oLr:z;tdx= I'C (fTP-fTL) ( ) 
For example, if G. and t are con tant along the pan, 
GetD 
K l = 2Eb 
Equation ( ) furnishes one relation between fTp and fTL. 
One more relation is needed to complete the solution. 
There are infinitely many conditions from which to 
choo e this relation. At any tation along the span, the 
internal bending moment hould equal the external 
bending moment. The root ection ha been chos n 
becau e in a number of trial it always proved, by far, to 
be the be t choice. Equating the internal and external 
moment (applied at the root) give the relation 
(fTpApO+ fTL Lo)ho=Mao 
Now remembering that 
C= fTLALo 
(9) 
equations (8) and (9) can be olved for the bending 
stre es 
(lOa) 
fTF ho[ApoALO + Kl (Apo + ALo) 1 (lOb) 
ub tituting equations (lOa) and (lOb) into equation 
(7) give 
r= Ebh{ Apo+ K{l + ~::)J (lOc) 
Equations (lOa), (lOb), and (lOc) constitute the "pUl'C 
c n tant- tr olution" for a b am with a ingJ 
longi tudinal. 
The internal bending moment at any station along 
the pan can now be calculat d 
l \([tn, = (fTpAp+ fT~L)h 
and, in general, thi internal moment will not be eq ual 
to the applied moment Ma. Thi difference con titutes 
the fir t fault of the con tant-stre oluliion and will 
be called the "moment fault." 
In order to remove this fault, additional (corrective) 
bending moment must be added, which ar at any 
tation 
)1.1' = )l.1a - J.'v.li nt 
the prime denoting correcliive moment. The slire ses 
cau ed by the e corrective moment must be computed 
and added to the lire e of lihe pure con tant- tres 
olution. 
The method of computing the stre cau ed by the 
cOl'l'ecliive moment will be approximate and arbitrary 
a thu far no exa t olution of thi problem have been 
found. The following melihod wa chosen because the 
underlying assumption i the mosli obviou one and 
becau e the method i v ry convenient, eliminating the 
neces ity of computing the internal moment, the cor-
rective moments, and the corrective tre e eparately. 
From equaliion (lOa) and (lOb) it follow that the 
ratio 
(11) 
The a umption i now made that thi ratio remains con-
stant (r=ro) along the pan and that it hold not only 
for the tres es cau ed by the "ideal" moment bUIi al 0 
for the str se au eel by the corrective moment. 
nder this a sumption, the !irect tre ses at any station 
are given by 
(12a) 
fTL=hAL( 1+r1;) (12b) 
From the e stresses the hear stre se are obtained by 
using the fundamentall'elation (2) and integrating from 
the root toward tb - tip 
(12c) 
The moment fault has now been removed; that is, tho 
internal moments equal the appliecl moment when the 
tre se a givn by equation (12a) and (12b) exist in 
----= ~ -- ~ ~-~ 
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the flange and in the longitudinal. But equation (12c) 
follow directly from quations (12a) and (12b) and th 
tre e given by (12a) and (12c) will not, in general, 
fulfill the fundamental equation (3a) of equilibrium of 
tbe flange element. Equation (3a) require that, for 
.6 
.4 
C. 
.2 
o 
r-v-1 
/ 
I 
---
-~ 
./' ~ 
c--1-1 -I 
.4 1.0 1.2 1.4 
FIG RE 13. Correction facLor, C,. 
equilibrium of the .flanO'e clement, the increment of 
hear force in the cover hould be 
Sw F f::. cS= T f::.x- f::. ip (13) 
wh re tbe additi nal ubscript 
requiTed for tati equilibrium . 
force actually developed i 
denote the increment 
The increment of hear 
f::. CE = Ttf::.X (14) 
wh ere th subcript E refer to the fact that this in ' 1'e-
men t i provid ed by th elastic deformation of t he 
flange and the longitudinal. Failure of the hear-force 
increments given by quations (13) and (l4) to be 
identical con titute the second fault of the COD tant-
str s s lution, the o-called "shear fault." 
tati equilibrium for the .flange lements would be 
re tored if correctiv hear-force increment were in-
trodu ced equal to th diD'erence of the e t wo et of 
hear-force increment 
(15) 
\ her the prinle again d notes a correction. The cor-
rective shear Joree c' at any tation i obtained by 
integrating from the tip to the desired tation, the force 
being zero at the tip . The con ections to be added to 
the tre es would th n be given by 
, 
, c 
Up = Ap 
, f::. c' T =--
tf::.x 
arc mu t be taken in letermining the siO'n of th e 
corrective tre se. The afest method i to compar 
th ir direction with the dir ction of the tre e O'iven 
by the pure con tant- tre olution. ) 
IntroducinO' the e con ective stresses would re tore 
tatic equilibrium but would aO'ain up et the ba ic 
eIa tic relation giv n by equation (6) . A ompronu e 
m.u t therefore be made by u ing only a fraction 0 1 
of the correction 
, eSc' 
UL =- I AL 
, of::. c' 
T = I tf::.x (16) 
These tres corre tions are added to the tre e 
obtained from equation (12a), (12b), and (12c) to 
obtain the tinal corre ted stresses Up , UL } and 
COTT corT 
T COTt-
Values of 1 may be e tabli hed by comparinO' a 
number of exact olution with the corre poneling 
con tant- tre solution ; an averaged cut\re i ho\\-n 
in figUTe 13. 
In order to gain ome idea of the range of applicability 
of the con tant- tr solution, a erie of related beam 
wa calculated . The haracteristic of three of tbe 
beam are O'iven in table II. T he fir t et of calculation 
was made by u ing the analytical solutions given in 
appendix B fOl' beam A and by u ing the trial-and-
error method for beams B and The second set of 
calculations was made by u inoo the con tant- tress 
olution as de cl'ibed. The results of the alculation 
are howninfigure 14to16. 
For beam B, he tre es giyen by the pure con tant-
stre olution are al 0 hown. Beam B i a COD tant-
stre beam when analyzed by the ordinary bending 
th ory and ha zero moment fault. The complete 
analy i for this b am is given a an example in 
appendix C. 
It i to be eA."}) ted that, in general, there will be 
malleI' clifierence between the constant-stres olu-
tion and the exact olution for beam with mall mom.ent 
fault than for beam with large moment fault. Thi 
expectation borne out by the results. Beam B, 
U T 
4~OOOr---.----.----.----.----~--.---~~ooo 
-- Exact solution (by formula) 
- - Constant-stress solution 
.]o,OOO !-----'od-''-~--+---+--+----+---I1-----l 6. 000 
t T ~ 
~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ --- Q 
r---p~~~~~--+---r---r-~~OOO 
6 4 
Sta tions 
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FIOCR E 14.- tl' in bea m ,'1. 
<Ii 
II) 
III 
.':: 
V) 
2,000 
o 
Tip 
which come close to the ileal ea e, bo\\" maller 
eliA'erence th an beam A, which i further from the 
ideal ca e becau e the area AI-' anel AL are COD tant; 
alon o' the pan . Beam , which COITe pon Is to an 
actual ca e, a far as Yal'iation of A p , A L , t, ancl 11, alono' 
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the span is concerned, shows also good agreement for 
the bending stre es. The agreement i not quite 0 
good for the shear stres e . 
Considering all the factors involved, it eem safe to 
a sume that the con tant-stres solution will give 
ati fact 1'y 1'e ult in practical a e for the maximum 
tre es, provided that the correction introduced by the 
shear fault is not larger than about 20 percent of the 
tre given by the pure con tant-stre solution. 
BEAMS WITH MA Y LONGITUDINALS 
YOUNGER'S SOLUTIO 
Actual wing structure are built as box beam with 
many longitudinal , and the depth of the beam as well 
a all cross-sectional area varies along the pan. 
The first attempt at obtaining a olution for a multi-
tringer beam wa made by Younger (reference 4). H e 
con idered the limiting case of infinitely many longi-
tudinals (i. e., a plate cover a shown in fig . 17) and 
a Ulned the box to be of constant ection ; for the dis-
tribution of the bending moments he a sumed a cosine 
law. 
Younger's solution and its extension to arbitrary 
moment curve are given in appendL'C B . It should be 
noted that this olution does not fulfill the equation of 
equilibrium for the flange element (the differential 
lT 8 T 
50.000 r---,----,.--,---,-----;r---,-----, 
40,000 
---- Exact solut ion 
(by trial and error) 
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F IGURE 15.-Stresses in beam B. 
Tip 
equation doe not hold along the flange) so that a shear-
fault correction is neces ary, a discussed in connection 
with the constant-stress solution for the beam with a 
ingle longitudinal. 
CO TA T- TRE 'S SOLUTIO 
The u efulnes of Younger 's olution is so limited by 
the assumption of constant cro section along th e 
(]" 
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FIGURE 16.-Stresses in beam C. 
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5.000 
~ 
TIp a 
span that a more general method appeared de irable . 
The constant-stre s solution was developed to fill thi 
need of practical stres analysis. 
The principles of the constant-stress solution have 
been discus ed in detail for beams with a single longi-
tudinal. The extension of the solution to beam with 
many longitudinals i given in appendL'C B. The 
practical procedure of applying it is e sentially identical 
with the procedure outlined for beam with a single 
longitudinal. The constant K z i computed and used 
to compute the constant K 3 for the root ection, using 
equation (B- 27). The stre ses at a number of tation 
along the span are then obtained by the formula 
M co h K 3y (17) 
where y varie from y = 0 for the center line of the beam 
to y = b for the flange. The shear stress in the cover 
sheet next to the flange is obtained by integrating from 
the root outward the expression 
(~~}. = i "(JFK 3 tanh K 3b (18) 
where (JF is obtained from equation (17) by setting 
y = b. Equation (1 ) is obtained from equation (B- 20) 
and (B- 25). 
l 
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The increments of corrective hear force are obtained 
by u iug equation (13), (14), and (15). After the 
integration oJ (15) in from the tip to obtain the correc-
tive shear force c', the correction to the flange stres 
i calculated by the fir t expre ion of (16); the correc-
FIG URE l7.-Notation used lor beams with orthotropic cover plates. 
tion to th hear tre i cal ulated by the last ex-
pre ion of (16). 
The calculation of the correction to the tres (TL i 
omewhat more complicated because it varie along 
the chord. The total force on all longitudinal , u ing 
eq uation (17), i giv n by 
JOb L AL FL = 0 (TTdy = K 3b (TCL inh K 3b (19) 
v here (TCL denote the tre at the center line of the 
beam obtained from equation (17) by etting y= O. 
In a cordance with (16) ) only a part of the corrective 
hear force is applied 0 that the corrected total force 
on the longitudinals is 
(20) 
sume now that the corrected tre se in the longi-
tudinals are eli tributed chordwi e according to the law 
(T COTT = (T CL COTT co h Y y (21) 
The unknown Y can be found from the equation 
tanh Yb FLeoTT 
Yb AL(TFcOTT 
(22) 
which is ba ed on the premi e that 
for y = b. After Y has been found, the corre ted tre s 
at the center line i found from 
and equation (21) can then be used to calculate the 
tres e at intenuedia te values of y. The right-hand 
ide of equation (22) i the ratio of the avenwe stre s 
~~-- -- -- - - - ~---
in the longitudinals to the stre s in the flange. In 
general, this ratio will be Ie s than unity; however, 
fiO"ure 16 show that for a beam with a ingle longi-
tudinal the tre in the longitudinal may be larger 
than the tre in the .flange over a part of the pan, and 
similarly the right-hand ide of equation (22) om -
time may exceed unity. In uch a ca e, equation (21) 
and (22) may be replaced by 
( 2 sinh Yb) Yb 
(2- co h Yb) 
(21a) 
(22a) 
After Y has b en found, the corrected tres at the 
center line is found from 
Up COTT 
UCL corr= (2- cosh Yb ) 
Ilnd equation (21a) can then be u eel 0 calculate the 
tre ses at intermediate value of y. 
, The solution of equation (22) and (22a) can be 
effected by in pection of table. For practical pur-
poses it should be uificient to u e the curve gi en on 
figure 1 . 
As examples, beam A and B \ ere analyzed under 
the a sumption that I ngitudinals with the total cro s-
cctional area AL arc eli tributed uniformly along the 
chord. The TC ults are hown in figures 19 and 20. 
I t will be seen that the tre at the center line of the 
beam i very low. If all longitudinal are of the arne 
cros section, they mu t be lesigned to the tre in th 
ftrst longitudinal adjacent to the flange. on equently, 
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the longitudinal near the center line are v ry Ill· 
effectively u ed. In thi connection, attention might 
be called to the fact that the longitudinal need not be 
of the arne cros - ectional ar a along the chord. The 
-l 
I 
I 
I 
_J 
~--- ---
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a umption of AL being uniformly di tributed may be 
fulfilled, for instance, by u ing longitudinals of large 
cro -sectional area but widely paced near the flange 
and 10nO'itudinal of mall cro - ectional area but 
clo ely paced near the center line. Although such an 
arrangement would not increase the over-all structural 
fficiency, i t migh t under certain conditions oiIer 
manufacturing advantage. 
ME CHAN) AL ANALYZER 
The constant- tre olution i alway approximate. 
When the moment and hear corrections are larae t:> , 
doubt ma ari e a to whether the olution i uffi-
ciently accurate. It mio-ht be advantageou to con-
truct a mechanical analyzer to deal with uch ca e . 
One po ibility for uch an analyzer would be actually 
to build unit repre entino- the mechanical model 
ketched in figure 1 (b). The pring might be canti-
lever prings, so that their tilIne es ould be varied by 
changing their lengths. Each lillit would represent 
one bay of the trial-and-error method of olution and 
would have one spring to represent the tringer tiffne s 
and one spring to represent the hear stiffnes of the 
heet attached to one ide of the stiffener . 
The chief difficulty in the design of uch an analyzer 
would pr01 ably be in redu ing the friction between the 
lillit and the guide nece ary to aline them. A fairly 
large number of units would be nece sary to represent 
a wing cover, which would mean a fairly expensive 
in trument. Thi disadvantage is counterbalanced by 
0-
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F,GURE J9.- Stresses in beam A with AL uniformly distributed along chord . 
the po ibility that the in tnilllent would offer in a 
comparatively hort time quite an exact analy is, 
including the effect of bulkhead and of yielding 
support. The main error in thi olution would be 
those caused by the Anite length of bays. 
CO LUSION 
The art of tre s-analyzing hell tructure is of recent 
origin, and any method of analy i proposed mu t go 
through a proce of trial and development. 
D evelopment of the method of hear-deformation 
analy is is de irable in everal direction ; e. g., exact 
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FIGURE 20.- tresses ill beam B with .ilL uniform ly distributed along choni. 
olution should be found to replace the con tant- tre 
olution and methods hould be devised to calculate 
he influence of bulkhea ]s. 
Rough approximate calculations on bulkhead ell'ect 
an be made by as uming that all the longitudinal 
n.re relocated at the center line of the beam. For 
beams with a ingle longitudinal, the effect of bulk-
heads can be calculated. A erie of y tematic com-
pari ons between the extended olution of Younger and 
Co, e 3 (a) of appen lix B indicate that for a certain 
range the ingle-longitudinal a sumption may yield 
accepLablc approximations wllcn 1I cd in conjllllcLiou 
with lIiLc1.blc coneeLion fact,or. Tho compariso ll s 
are not given , howevcr, because they mighL h mis-
leading in view of Lhe sh ear fault of Y oungcr' 011I Lion. 
Calculations made tIm far in licate that in practical 
casc the effect of the bullilieads i very mall. 
It hould be emphasized that analyzing hell truc-
ture i an art rather than a cience. The arithmetic 
of analyzing highly redundant structures can be re-
duced to manageable proportions only by making 
a sumption that will be valid only within a certain 
range. Thi fact lead to the unfortunate, but inevi-
table, onclusion that the analy i of uch tructures 
cannot be made entirel. by handbook and formula but 
mu t be guided by engineering judgment. 
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AEUONAUTICAL L ABORATORY, 
ATIONAL ADVISORY OMMI'l'TEE FOR AERONA TICS, 
I1A TGLEY FIELD, VA., Jun e 3, 1937. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
A, cross- ectional area ( q. in .). 
E, Young' modulu (lb. per sq. in. ) . 
F, internal force (lb.). 
0, bear m dulus (lb. per sq . in .). 
K, constant. 
L , length of panel or beam (in. ). 
M , bending mom ent (in .-Ib.) . 
P, external load (lb. ) . 
, hear force (lb. ) . 
b, spacing of tringer (in .) . (ee figs. 3 and 4.) 
b, half width of beam (in. ) . (ee fig. .) 
c, camber of cover (in .). 
", depth of beam (in. ) . 
t, thickne s of cover beet (in .). 
u, d i placement of point (in.). (ee fig. 4.) 
w, running load (lb. per in. ). 
"Y, shear strain . 
fT, direct (normal) tre~s (lb. per sq. in .). 
T, shea r stress (lb. per sq. i 0. ) . 
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APPENDIX A 
ub crip ts have the following ignificance: 
A, loaded stringer A bown in figures 1, 2, 21, and 22. 
B, unloaded tringer B shown in figure 1, 2, 21 , an d 22. 
C, cover beet. 
F, flange of beam. 
L , longitudinal of beam. 
IV, hear w b. 
a, applied shears a nd bending moments. 
e, effective. 
0, root section. 
c, compr s ion. 
t, ten ion. 
int, internal. 
COlT, corrected . 
S, static equilibrium. 
E, elastic equilibrillm . 
CL, center line. 
___ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ 0_- _ _ _ _ 
I 
I 
_J 
APPENDIX B 
OLUTIO S OF DIFFERENTIAL EQ ATIONS FOR SYMMETRICAL STRUCTURES OF CONSTANT 
CROSS SECTION 
SIG co VENTIO S 
Forces and tre se in tringers are positive when 
len ile. hear force and tres es in the heet are po i-
tive when caused by po itive t1'e es and strain in the 
loaded stringer A in the a e of axially loaded panels 
or in the flange F in the case of beam . 
CASE I- THREE-STRINCER PA EL 0 lUCI D FOUNDATI O WITH 
AXIAL LOAD 
The two pos ible caso hown in figure 21 (a) and 
21 (b) can be mathematically t reated by taking one-
half the panel, a hown in figure 21 (c) , "hich al 0 
:r 
L 
A B 
p 
(a) (b) (c) 
FIGURE 21.-AxialJy loaded panels. 
give tbe notation to be u eel. The derivation of tbe 
fundamental equation i giv n in the main body of 
this paper. lightly modified lor the purpo e of dCl·iv-
inO' the basic differential equation, the e equation are 
I rt d,rt O'A -= AA an O'B = -Ta (B- l) 
I G. ( ) r = Eb O'A-O'B (B -2) 
wh ere the prime denote differentiation with re pect to x. 
Difl'erentiating quation (B- 2) again and ub ti tuting 
into the 1'e ult from equation (B- l), 
r" - r Get(_l + 2-)=0 (B - 3) Eb A,4. 18 
The boundary ondition are 
at x= O , r= O ) 
at x=L, O'A = IA and O'B = O 
The l' ult i 
P Ge inb K x 
r= A ,\ EbK co h KL 
P (1 co h K x ) (AA + A B ) - cosh KL 
(B- 4) 
(B-5) 
whore 
I{2 = Gct(_l +_1 ) 
E b A .4 A8 
In rclerence 2 the formula 
where 
fb = ?P[ co 11 px-tanh pL sinh px + lJ 
AT 4 
? 25 G.t 
P-=T AThE 
(B-G) 
i given lor the pecial ca e where the aroa of tbe edge 
tiffener i twice tbe area of th central WIener. Tak-
ing accoun t of tbe difference in notation and coord in ate 
y tem u ed, thi re ult aO'rees with the general formula 
given under (B -5). 
It houlcl be noted that the final formula (B -5) be-
come invalid when eith r t or G. approaches zero be-
cau einthe eca estheeqllation (B-3) become invalid. 
The olution for such ca es is obLained by u ing the 
fundamental equation (B- l) and (B - 2) directly. 
An analogou procedure must be u ed for Case 2 
and 3. 
CASE 2-THREE-STRI CER PANEL STRATNED BY MOTION OF 
S PPORT 
The differential equation for the ca e of figure 22 i 
A B 
:r 
(a) (b) (c) 
FIGURE 22.-Panels strained by motion of upports . 
the ame a lor ase l. The boundary condi tions are 
now: 
at 
at 
The resul t i 
X= O,O'A 00 and O'B = O) 
x= L, r=7j Ge=ro 
co h K x 
r= roco hKL 
t inhKx 
O'A=-roK AA co h KL 
t inhKx 
(fB = roKAn co h KL 
whel'o [( ha, ('11 'nIn(\ 111 .fln ing as in (13- 0). 
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(B- 7) 
(B- ) 
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CASE 3- CANTILEVER BEAM WITH 0 E TRI CER 
(a) Uniform d pth, concentrated load at tip. 
(b) Depth de rea ing lineally to zero, uniformly dis-
tributed load. 
Figure how the notation u ed for both ca e . 
( J ote that the x origin i at the tip .) The funda-
mental equations are for Ca e 3 (a ) 
' 1 P u~, P= 7l,-Tt 
uL'AL= rt (B - 9) 
which gives the difl·erential equation 
" Get( 1 + 1)+ PGe - 0 
r - - r Eb --:r; .ilL 1p Ebh - (B- I0) 
The boundary conditions are 
at 
at x= L, r= O 
The 1'e ult i 
r P (1- cosh K x) 
th( 1 + ~:) co h KL 
inh J(x ) 
K cosh KL 
(B - 12) 
1 (Mx ) 
uP= A
F
• hz- uLAL 
where K ha again the ame meaning as in (B - 6) with 
Ap and lL ubstituted for A A and A B • 
In Case 3 (b), wL/2 i sub tituted for P; h in this 
ca e i the dep th a t the roo t. 
F I UR ~ 23.-Canl ile'-er beam with concentrated load not at tip. 
The ca e of a beam loaded by a concentrated load 
not at the tip i a imple problem in indeterminate 
tructure. The beam i cut ju t outboard oJ the 1 nd 
(r-ig . 23) and the stre e in the cantilever part are cnl-
culated (Ca e 3 (0». From the e tre ss , the di tortion 
o[ Lh b am section at the u(, ; i. e., the relnti \r dis-
placement of the tip of the flange F and the longi-
tudinal L, can be calcula ted. A y tem of force X 
i then applied to equalize the distortion of the can-
tilever tip and of the inboard end of the "oyerhang," 
utilizing the formula of Case 2. 
C ASE 4- CA TILEVER BEAM WITH ORTHOTROPJC OVER PLATE 
Younger 's solution for a beam of constant section.-
The beam and the coordinate sy tem u ed are ho\\-n in 
figUTe 17. It hould be noted that the x direction i 
opposite to that u ed in Case 3 and 4. 
nder the as umption that the tran vcr e s tresse 
and strain are negligible (Poi on' ratio equal to zero), 
and that Ge i independent of E, the differential eqw),-
tion of the cover i 
(B- 13) 
where u i the di placement of any point on the co'-er in 
the x direction . 
at 
The boundary condition are 
ou 
x= O u = O and -=O 
, oy 
ou 
x=L -=0 
, ox 
ou 
y= O, oy = O 
(B- 14) 
Thi equation wa e tablished by Younger (referenc.e 
4, pp. 36- 47 ) . For the olution he a umed that the 
external bending moment (on the whole beam ) i 
given by 
(B- 15) 
and obtained for the longitudinal stress in tho cover 
~ ,r 1 try 7rX 
lI:1 0 0 ) 2KL cos 2L 
u= 1 (A 1 7rb .Ill. 2KL . . 7rb) 2fL p co 12KL +1) --;.- smll '2KL 
and for the hear tress 
M oG inh -ii!r sin ;1 
r= ·hE 2KA 1 ~+4K2tL . h 7rb 
p co 1 '2KL 7r m 2KL 
where K is defined by 
(B - 16) 
(B- 17) 
Extension of Younger 's solution.- Younger ' olu tion 
can be ornewhat extended. The external ben lina-
moment can be repre ented by a uperpo ition of 
several term : 
where the m '~ arc odd inLcg rs. 
(£ - J ) 
I 
I 
--.---~ 
r 
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The value ]ji l .. ]jJm are cho en so that the sum of 
the term equal the given external bending moment at 
m point other than the tip , where it is assumed th< t 
N!= O. In order to mak comparisons with Case 3, the 
beneling moment cau ed by a tip load 'was e:'-1)re sed by 
b 
( 
71'X 3 71'.1' 
M = PL O. 21 co 2L+ 0.101 cos 2£ 
571',1: 771'X) 
+ 0.045 co 2L + 0.033 co 2L (B- 19) 
The tress corresponding to the mth term are gi,'en 
\" I 1n7l'y m7l'.r 
'l m co 1 2KL co 2L 
. h 1n7l'b) 
ill 2KL 
(B -
16a) 
The a sumption of Poi son' ratio being zero and G 
being independent of E are, tl'ictly peakinO', incom-
patible. The physical pict1..Il'e conforming to these 
a ump tion i not a plate but a y tern of stringers 
carrying only longitudinal stre ses t ied together by a 
sheet canyllg only hear stres es. This picture is 
realized ,'ery nearly in practice by a kin-stringer over, 
the only clilIerence being thn,t the total eros - ectional 
area of the tringel's is not nece arily equal to the area 
of the sheet, as in the case of the plain cover heet. All 
the equations written £01' the plain cover heet apply, 
therefor , to the skin- tringer covel' if only (B- 17) i 
replac d by 
(B- 17a) 
where R i the ratio of sheet area to area of longi-
tudinal . 
Constant-stress solution.- The coordinate system is 
that shown in figure 17. nder the as umption that 
u= con tant for each longitudinal, the fundamental 
relation 
(B- 20) 
can be in tegrated once to give 
(B- 21 ) 
where Gx is the hear tiHne averaged over the eli tance 
:r= 0 to X=X. IntegratinO' agam 
In any given ca e thi integration can be performed 
and the re ult i 
where 
(see tiO'. 24) or 
r-, 
I '-
I 
, 
,,----
II 
II 
II 
II 
liSe 
II 
II 
II 
II 
Ii 
II 
y 
II 
u---- l--,,;;r==~ 
AF 
:r 
FIGURE 24.- Frce-body diagram of cover plate. 
Differentiating (B - 22) and equating to (B- 23 ) 
as uminO' that K 2 is independent of y. 
The boundary condition are 
(1) at y = O, T= O for any x. Th erefore ~; = 0 
(2) at any desired reference tation R, the 
moment equal the external moment Nil/.. 
The olu tion i 
u==~ ____ ~]j~J~II~co~s=h~I{~3~Y ____ ~ 
hi Ap co 11 l{3b+ :,i{3 sinh K3b) 
T = u ~ K 3X tanh K 3y 
where l{3 is defined by 
b l L];;Gztdx 
(B- 22) 
(B- 23) 
(B- 24) 
internal 
(B- 25) 
(B- 26) 
(B- 27) 
It may be noted that if Gt and t are not varied along 
the span, the can tant K3 i iden tical with the cone-
ponding constant of Younger's solution except for a 
10 percent difference in the numerical factor, namely , 
-J2 against 71' / 2. 
-------- - -- - -------------- -~----- - -- ~ 
APPENDIX C 
ANALYSIS OF BEAM B 
The climen ion and the loading of the beam are 
hown in table II. 
oRm ARY BENDING TH E ORY 
}.([ 2, 00,000 
Up= UL = U h(Ap+AL)=24 (1. 75+ 1. 75) 
31,100 lb . per q. in. 
CONSTANT·STRESS SOLUTIO 
ince Ue i a umed con tant along the pan, G x= G e 
and, from equation (7), 
xG. 
Tx = (Up-UL) E b 
From equation ( 
sc= SoL(UF- UL)X;ito ( l-I)dx 
= (UP-UL) ~~o SoL xC l-L)dx 
=( _ ) 0.2X O.040 ( 280 ' Cl -~)dx 
up UL 24 Jo x 2 0 
= 4.35 (up- UL) 
K I = 4.35 
From equation (lOa) 
From equation (lOb ) 
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ub tituting in equation (7) for the hear stress at 
the tip 
280 X O.2 
Tmax= (36,500 - 25,550) 24 25,560 lb . per q. in. 
The calculation of the shear correction i hown in 
table III. 
TRIAL· AND· ERR OR SOLUTION 
T ake 6x= 40 in. 
Sw6x=wxL6x=wL 6x= 71.4 X 2 OX 40 = 16 670 Ib h 2hoX 2ho 2 X 24 ' . 
6FF = 16,670 - 6 c 
A typical cycle of the calculation i hown in table IV. 
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STRE ANALYSI OF BEAM WITH HEAR DEFORMATION OF THE FLA GES 
AA=0.40~ 
A 8=0.220 
1=0.016 
b=4.60 
TABLE I.- A 
L=36 
LU=6 
P .• =2, 400-:l:lISc 
FA FA 
UA=O-=--
A A 0.403 
By t r ial-and·error method 
WITH SHE AR DEFORMATION 
FB=:l:lI e 
FB F8 
UBZ::::-Z:::Z--
AB 0.220 
G./E=u.4 
a.ax 
lIT-EiJ(UA-UH) =0. 522 (U' -UN) 
T=};"o,T 
lISe=TIIIX=O. 096 r 
By formula I 
19 
Station (Ib./;~. ill .) I (Ibl; ill.) 6 C FA UA (lb. ) (lb.) (Ih./sq. in.) F8 (lb .) us (fA-UB .0.1'" T (lb ./ q. in. ) (Ib./sq. in.) (Ib./sq . in.) (lb ./sq. in .) 
----- ---1-----1---1-----1----11----1----1 
II c 
(lb.) 
T 
(Ib./sq. in.) 
0 _______________________ 2,400 5,960 0 ____ __________ _______ ____ __ _ ____________ __ ________ 5,960 0 5,230 
376 ________ ________ __ ____ ____ __ __ _____ __ ____ ___ ______________ ______________ 3, 7 373 ______ ____ _______________________________ _ 
L________________ _______ _ 2,024 5, 020 376 1,7CJlj 3,3J2 1,730 _______ __ __ ___ _____ ___ 5,022 I, iii 2, 5 
L _________________ ~;~- ::~~: ~~ : :::::::: ~ :~: ::::~~: ::::::::~:~~~: ::::::::!:~~: ::::::::::~~~: ________ ;;~:; - ____ ~~~- ::::::::~~~~: ::::::::~:~~~: :::: - ::~:::~:: 
3_______ ________ ________ 1,702 4,224 698 3,170 1,054 550 ______ ________ __ ______ 4,220 3, I 6 856 
60 ______ _ _____________ ________ _____ ____ _____ ______________ ______________ 647 62 __________________________________ _ 
4____________ ____ _______ 1,642 4,075 758 3,444 631 329 ______________ ________ 4,070 3,461 442 
5 _____________________ ~- :: ~:~~~ : ::::::::~:~~: ::::~~~: ::::::::~:~~~ : ::::::::::~~~ : ::::::::::~~ :I--- - ------~~~- -----~~<:::::::~:~~: ::::::::~:~~~: :::::::::~:~:: 
6_________________ ________ 1,60·J 3,980 796 3,618 362 1 9 _________ __ ___________ 1 3,968 3,630 0 
I Appendix B, ('ase I. 
Station 
TABLE II_-CHARACTERISTIC OF BEAMS 
Tbe beams are assmned to be balf beams"" shown in fig. 8 (a). 
All beams: 
"=24 in. at root . 
h=O at tip. 
G./E=0.2. 
Beam 
A _____ _ 
B _____ _ 
C ______ _ 
Ap= ~ t L 
(sq. in.) 
Root 'rip 
1. 75 
1. 75 
I. 0 
I. 75 
o 
.1170 
Root 
0.040 
. 040 
. 040 
t 
(in.) 
b=24 in. 
L=280 in . 
1V=71.4Ib./in. 
0.040 O. 
.000 O .
.0 10 O .
TAJ31.E TIr.- CALCULATJON 0 1" HEAR-FA VI' CORRECTION FOR BEAM B 
x 
m=40 
F p=upAp=36,500Ap 
lISC8= S IYT--6F 
from A p=AL h 
root (sq. in.) (in.) 
(ill.) 
t 
(in.) 
r=25,5607; 
lISCB =rtt>:& 
lISc'= lIScs-lISCB 
Fp 
(lb.) 
lIF 
(Ib_) lISC8 (lb.) 
T 
(Ib./sq . 
in.) 
up'=0.5~~ 
Se' 
uL'=-O.5AL 
U =36,500+up' P eorr 
II CB liSe' c' 
(lb .) (lb.) (lb.) 
U/~e~ = 25'i50:O'I.' 
r=0.5 t~ 
Ttor,= T + T' 
up' UL' uPc: o,,. uL c:orr r 
(Ib./sq . (lb./sq. (lb./sQ. (lb ./sq. (Ib./sq. 
in.) in .) in.) in .) in.) 
----1--- -----------------------------------------------
0 ______________________________________________ ________ ____________________ __ ______ • __ __ _________________________ ---- ________________ __ ___ __________ __ ___ __ _ 
260 0.134 I. 71 0.00286 !6,UUO ________ 9, 00 6,860 23, ,40 2, no 4, 140 ________ _________ _________ _______ __ _________ 1,100 41,840 
L_ _______ ______ . 2~ _____ __ _________ ________ g, 00 ___ __ __ _______ _________ ________ ___ __ __ _ 4, 1'10 7,720 -7,720 44,220 17, ·10 _______________ _ 
220 . 402 5.14 .0057 16,660 ________ 9, 00 6, 60 20,00 6, 0 -20 ________ _________ _________ _________ _________ -30 20,050 
2_________ ______ .536 _____ ___________________ 19,600 _______________________________________ 4,120 3, 40 -3, 40 40,340 21,720 ___________ ____ _ 
10 _669 5.86 .OJ43 16,660 ________ 9, 00 6, 60 16, 440 9, 400 -2,540 _____ ______________________________________ -2,220 14,220 
3_ ________ ______ .804 ________________________ 29,400 ______ _ _____ __ _________ ________ ________ 1. 0 98G -90 37,40 24,580 _______________ _ 
140 .937 12.00 .0200 16, 660 ________ 9,00 6,60 12,780 lf1, 22O -3,360 ____________________________________________ -2,100 10,680 
4__ _______ ______ 1.072 __________________ ______ 39,200 _________________________________ ______ -1,70 -830 30 35,670 26,390 _______________ _ 
100 1.205 15.42 . 0257 16,660 __ ______ 9,800 6,60 9,130 9, 400 -2,540 ____________________________________________ -1,230 7,900 
5_________ ______ 1.340 ____________________ ____ 49,UOO ____ _________________ ___ __ _________ ___ _ -4,320 -1,610 1, 610 34, 90 2i, 170 _______________ _ 
60 1.473 I . 7 . 0314 16,660 ________ 9,800 6, 60 5,480 6, 0 -20 ________ _________ _________ _________ _________ -10 5,·j70 
6_________ ______ 1.60 ________________________ 58,800 _______________________________________ -4,340 -1,350 1,350 35,150 26,910 __ _____________ _ 
20 1.740 22.28 .0371 16,660 ________ 9,800 6,60 1,826 2,710 4, 150 ________ __ _______ _________ _________ _________ 1,400 3,226 
7_ ________ ______ 1.875 ____________ ____________ 68,600 ____ ___ _______ _________ ________ ________ -190 - 50 50 36,450 25, 610 __ _____________ _ 
TABLE IV.- TRIAL-AND-ERROR OL nON FOR BE AM B 
x frOln I Ar-=AL t~ II c PL I UL ilFp Fp up (Jp-aL aT 'T il c 
root (in.) I (sq. in.) (lb.) (lb.) (lb./sQ. in.) (lb.) (lb.) (lb./sq. ill.) (lb./sq. in.) (Ib./sq. in.) (Ib ./sq. in .) (lb.) 
I-O-------------I---~60- -1 __ ____ ___ ~ __ --ii~ ii42-- ------------ ------------ 0 0 0 ---------- -- ------------ ----------
L_______ ~ ______ ~~ ____ ---.-3426-- -----~:;;~-- :::::~:~~~:: ::::~~~~~~:: ---- ~:::~~-- :::: ~~:~~:: ::::~::~:: ::::~~:~~:: ::::~~:~~: : ----~~:4~:-- -- - --~:~;~ 
200 . ,,36 _________ ____________ 11,170 21,740 ____________ 22, liO 4J,400 J9,6roO 6,553 ____________________ _ 
J 0 _ _ ________ .571 ,680 ______ ______ ____________ 7,990 ____________ ____________ ____________ _______ ___ _ 14,890 ,5CO 
J60 .O{ _____ ____ ____________ 19,850 24,700 _ __________ 30,IGO 37,500 J2,00 4.267 _______ __________ "_ 
140 _ __________ .799 ,670 ___ __ _______ ____________ ,000 ______ __ ____ ____________ ____________ __________ _ 10,623 ,490 
120 I. 072 __________ ____________ 28,520 26,620 ____________ 38,160 35,600 ,980 2,993 _____________________ _ 
100 ____________ 1.028 , 070 ______ ______ ____________ 8,600 ___ __ _______ ____________ ____________ ___________ 7,630 7, 40 
80 1.340 __________ ____________ 36,590 27,300 ____________ 46,760 3'1, 0 7,580 2,527 _______________ ______ _ 
tation 
3 _____ _ 
4 ______ _ 
5 ______ _ _ 
60 ____________ 1. 255 6,360 ____________ ____________ 10,310 __ ______ ___ _ ____________________ . ___ ___ _________ 5,103 6,400 
40 1.608 __________ ____________ 42, 950 26,700 ____________ 57,070 35,470 ,770 2,923 _______ ______________ _ 
20 ____________ 1. 4 5 3,130 ____________ ____________ 13,540 _______ _____ ____________ ____________ ____________ 2, I 0 3,240 
o 1. 75 __________ ____________ 46,080 24,560 ____________ 70,610 37,640 \3,00 4,360 _____________________ _ 
6 ___ ____ _ 
7 _______ _ 
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force 
(parallel 
Designation Sym- to axis) Designation bol symbol 
LongitudinaL ____ X X Rolling _____ 
LateraL ________ _ y y Pitching ____ 
NormaL ________ _ Z Z yawing ____ 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
C1= qbS Cm= qcS 
(rolling) (pitching) 
Linear 
Sym- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo- Angular bol 
L 
M 
N 
direction tion bol nent along 
axis) 
Y-------7Z RolL ____ q, u p 
Z-------7X Pitch ____ 8 v q 
X-------7Y yaw _____ 
'" 
w r 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position), o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p, 
p/D, 
V', 
V., 
T, 
Q, 
Diameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch ratio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient CT = rD4 pn 
T orque, absolute coefficient CQ= ~ TI5 pn 1f 
P, 
Cs, 
7] , 
n, 
<P, 
Power, absolute coefficient Cp = ~T15 pnlI 
5/pV6 Speed-power coefficient=-y Pn2 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, r.p .s. 
Effective helix angle=tan-{ 2':n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
1 hp.=76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-lb./sec. 
1 metric horsepower = 1.0132 hp . 
1 m.p.h.=0.4470 m.p.s. 
1 m.p.s. =2.2369 m.p.h. 
1 Ib .=0.4536 kg. 
1 kg=2.2046 lb. 
1 00. =1,609.35 m=5,280 ft. 
1 m = 3.2808 ft . 

